2002 chevy tahoe alternator
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at startup, but then get quiet. Tim Giertz. Purchased on Nov 20, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery The battery, on the other hand, supplies electrical
energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the battery provides the current needed to
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your car will only stay running for as long as the battery has power stored. Once the battery
loses power, your car will not start. Normally, a malfunctioning alternator will turn on the battery
warning light or will have a low volt gauge reading. The mechanic should check the entire
charging system before installing a new alternator, including checking battery cables for
corrosion and the condition of the battery. Ask your mechanic to inspect the condition of the
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does an alternator help your car run? Before repairing the alternator: The mechanic should
check the entire charging system before installing a new alternator, including checking battery
cables for corrosion and the condition of the battery. Steps when replacing an alternator:
Inspect entire charging system battery, cables, alternator. Inspect the drive belts. Test alternator
output. Remove and replace alternator if found to be faulty. Re-test alternator output. Our
recommendation for alternator replacements: Ask your mechanic to inspect the condition of the
charging system during every major service. What common symptoms indicate you may need
to replace the Alternator? Dead battery or battery will not hold a charge. Dim lights. Battery
warning light is on. Why repairing your alternator is important: Your alternator charges your
battery, which powers the electronics in your vehicle, such as the radio and the air conditioning.
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Rating Summary. Michael 5 years of experience. Request Michael. Tahoe - Alternator - Tacoma,
WA. Communicated his status well and did a nice job. Matthew 28 years of experience. Request
Matthew. Tahoe - Alternator - Norfolk, VA. Amazing service. On time and did excellent job. Will
definitely use this service again. Changed alternator and checked Tahoe. Extremely convenient
thanks Matt. Peter 22 years of experience. Request Peter. Tahoe - Alternator - Valencia, CA. Very
professional mechanic. Jonathan 25 years of experience. Request Jonathan. He took his time
and made sure everything with my truck was in working order. Will definitely use him again.
How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Alternator Repair. No modifications are necessary!
Our unit mounts the same as your factory Chevrolet Tahoe alternator and utilizes the same
electrical connections. Made in the USA! Watch out for the other guys selling 'rewound' junk. If
you have a problem with your high output alternator we will repair it at no charge to you for one

year! Monster Audio Performance - This alternator was designed specifically with high
amperage audio performance in mind. Many customers use PowerBastards. The other guys
expect you to spin your engine to RPM before their alternator makes the rated output while their
idle output is actually lower than your factory Chevrolet alternator! These are the most reliable,
highest output alternators on the planet designed specifically for your Chevrolet Tahoe. Our
unconditional one year warranty backs it up as well as our customer testimonials. Buy with
Confidence! Designed to meet the increasing demands of the stock Chevrolet Tahoe electrical
system WITH the added capacity to handle additional accessories like:. This alternator is perfect
for anyone needing to beef up their vehicle's current electrical system. Each unit is dyno tested
before shipment to ensure you receive a working unit the first time. The components inside this
alternator are heavy-duty, high amperage and brand new. We use the highest quality
components to build the best high output alternator, ensuring your unit will last long and run
quietly. One Year No Hassle Warranty! We believe in our product so much that we back it with a
one year, no hassles warranty from the date of purchase. These units are in stock and ready to
ship. Upgrade for Optional Amp. Shopping cart. Upgrade for Optional Amp Discounts Apply!
Product ID HD Please Select Write A Review. Powder Coated units usually ship next day! Order
here! Third time and they have not let me down yet. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. AM General , Delco , , , , , , , , , , , A, M,
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SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished
products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Brand: AJ Electric.
Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and
sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by AJ-Electric. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Powermaster
High-Amp Alternator. Powermaster Alternator. Next page. Customers who bought this item also
bought. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Internal Regulator, Dual Internal
Fan 2 See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Alternator is
definitely brand new. Apprehension set in though as the higher output alternator was a little
larger than the high amp OEM GM alternator 98 Silverado. The new alternator bolted right in. I
had to bump the idle of the truck up just a bit, probably less than more rpm. At RPM the new
alternator was pushing 14volts out per the cluster gauge. This kept the retrofitted 2 electric fans
running at the required speed, radio amp, headlights etc perfectly bright. The older alternator
could't push the volts out at idle. Hoping over time this new alternator holds up, but the
workmanship and design appears to be spot on. Recommended and would purchase from them
again. The price was right too. So far so good. Running a dual alternator setup this HO plus
stock amp for my audio and electronics. They are powering 3 Kinetic batteries and I can
definitely tell the power difference. At idle it's producing about 30 amps when cold which is
pretty good for the price imo. Great customer service as well. They sent a plug with it that I
asked for with no issue. Images in this review. I have a 98 GMC 5. I carry a truck camper fully
loaded with modern tech and comfort. While traveling I need to keep the frig cold. I have 4 ah
batteries to carry the load. However I wanted to be able to keep my batteries charged while
traveling so I added an isolator. My little alternator couldn't keep up with the demand. I
purchased this alternator and had it installed in 10 minutes or less. It's a wee bit bigger I believe
so it was a little tight but slide right in. Needless to say I am very happy with my purchase. The
Customer service is also outstanding as we had a glitch with shipping and the owner took care
to call me personally and offered to send me another today. These guys are on their A game.
More vendors could learn from them. Reviews that do not mention their application are useless
IMO. Installed on a HD lb7 duramax. Holds 14 volts or more strong without fluctuating on the

dash. Electronics on board seem to appreciate it. Truck doesn't start different but I can tell it
needed to be changed. I have an aftermarket sound system and it is critical to have a good
alternator I would focus on reviews with heavy duty gas engines because their ignition systems
will be affected the most. One thing to note in my application. This took all my strength and I do
all the work on my diesel. This could be indicative of a newer belt replaced a month ago or a
slightly larger pully on this unit and should keep that in mind. I could not have done this with
one of those flat bar fan tools, breaker bar with proper handle was critical I almost couldn't get it
on. Ok so I installed E-fans in my truck and have been chasing down the issue of low battery
warning for months when I saw a video on YouTube suggesting to upgrade the alternator to a
bigger amperage, I got this literally 20 minutes ago took about 10 minutes to install fit perfectly
and based on my voltmeter in my 04 Silverado I'm actually getting 15 volts at idle. I turned
everything that sucks power I have an in-dash tv, the E-fans on full blast and the ac on full blast
and I'm still getting above 14 volts. I can tell this is well put together and levels above anything
you'd get at autozone. Very satisfied customer here. By Gregory M F on September 13, Super
fast shipping. AJ-Electric is one of the best businesses on Amazon!! Envoys seem to have
power problems later in life plus I have Kensun HID headlights and fog lights which were
draining my battery so my headlights weren't bright. After installing my new amp Alternator my
battery voltage went from 11 to 15 even with my headlights on. Best choice I've made and the
price was much lower than others on Amazon or Ebay. Don't miss out. Thank you Mr. Will
definitely purchase from this company in the future if needed. The 4 pin connector fit the exact
same way as my previous amp stock unit. It was an easy fix as I was able to use the same belt
and pulley. I did upgrade the power cable to a 6awg, 19 inch cable to handle the extra power that
may be delivered from this alternator. After driving for 1 day, battery reading back up closer to
14 after install. I would recommend this unit. Will see how long it lasts See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. Fit perfectly, works great! Report abuse. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: chevy 5. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. OEG Parts.
Southwest Performance Parts. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. ACDelco Professional New
Alternators are manufactured with all new components, and are the high quality replacement
ideal for many vehicles on the road today. Key components are lubricated to help ensure
improved performance and long life reliability even in the toughest conditions. Alternators have
regulators that are computer tested for voltage stability, terminal function, and electronic circuit
board integrity. These premiums aftermarket replacement components are manufactured to
meet your expectations for fit, form, and function. There is a cooling fan in most alternators to
keep it from overheating. Making sure that the fan is clean will help the fan and alternator run
properly. It is also important that all electrical connections are kept clean and firmly attached,
which will make sure the battery is being properly charged by the alternator. The Professional
category of high-quality aftermarket auto parts and products covers most GM vehicles as well
as many other makes and models varies by product line. Q: Can I be assured that the unit will
last, especially in extreme weather? A: Yes. These alternators are designed to withstand a wide
range of weather conditions. A: No. Some vehicles require more amperage than others
depending on the amount of electronics that need to be operated. Consult the vehicle
information for proper application. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold
by: Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 10 hrs
and 13 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by.
ACDelco Professi Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product
breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs
for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30

days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for
new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Like New. Sold by: Amazon
Warehouse. Item will come in original packaging. Packaging will be damaged. See more. Fastest
delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 10 hrs and 13 mins Details. Only 5 left in stock - order
soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. ACDelco Professional Alternator.
Visit the ACDelco Store. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to
explore. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Warranty [PDF ]. From the
manufacturer. Good Maintenance Practices There is a cooling fan in most alternators to keep it
from overheating. Loss of battery power. Some loss of electrical power dimming headlight, etc.
Grinding or squeaking noise. Alternator warning light illuminates. ACDelco Professional The
Professional category of high-quality aftermarket auto parts and products covers most GM
vehicles as well as many other makes and models varies by product line. Q: Do all alternators
supply the same amperage? What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Chevy silverado. Verified Purchase. I was
having issues with fluctuating voltage. It would drop to about 10 volts out of no where. Local
auto parts said my alternator was still good. It turns out it was charging but the internal voltage
regulator was bad. It even blew out my ecm fuse. I put it new alternator and voltage is
consistently above 14 even with sound system. Can't go wrong with ac delco. Shows stamp it
was made it USA. Who cares if it's parts from China. People want all USA made products but
they don't want to pay the price. It is a great price and it arrived the next day with free ground
shipping. I wanyed to upgrade to bigger alt but read reviews saying they had issues with bigger
alt. Just keep it stock and all will be good. Don't trust the so called certified techs at oreillys. Do
your own research and fix it yourself. Replace the tensioner pulley and belt while your at it. Also
clean the air idler sensor that's next to the throttle to the left of alternator. Might as well clean
the throttle body while your at it. Changing the alternator along with tensioner and belt took me
about 15 min. Very good unit. Easy to install. Brand new unit that is cheaper than many
refurbished units from the parts stores. Installation tip: You might need to pry out the old
alternator after removing the two mounting bolts. Spray WD40 on the spacers if they are stuck.
By RC on February 5, Images in this review. This alternator didn't even last 6 months It always
had a loud whine ever since it was installed which was louder than the engine itself people who
aren't even 'car' people would actually notice and ask about it. Now I'm starting to get all sorts
of voltage related codes and I have to replace it again. I think it was under warrantee? But there
is no longer any option for return Alfonzo's Amazon prime directive. Bad alternator? None the
less, I did a DIY install after watching youtube videos. It should have take minutes. Three hours
of profanity. I thought so. There is a plug on the back of the alternator, connecting it to the
charging system Not known was this plug has a catch on the rear that prevents it from coming
loose. By brute force, I finally removed this plug connection. An hour and a half. Or a minute
had I known this plug was latched down to the alternator. When you light this up I had some
odd growls and whines when I lit it up. No Alternator noise whatsoever. All good on restart with
new alternator. I had a rough time removing the air-inflow ducting to get at the alternator.
Rubber gaskets with hose clamps- refused to come loose except brute force and prying. When I
reinstalled tis duct, I used Teflon lube gel inside the rubber fittings. Slid right on. Teflon gel will
not affect the rubber seals. Thats about it. Buy your car parts on Amazon.. Close to wholesale..
Ck youtube- procedures. Lights flickered right out of the box. Factory AC Delco replacement
part, proudly made in China. I was hoping it would brake in, but three days into my trip it was
charging at over 16 volts. Put on a new one and everything works perfect. I do really want to
thank Amazon for taking care of me, on this!!! Great service! Try to get AC Delco to answer a
phone!! Fit and worked perfectly. My old one was only outputting about This may be more
expensive then most of the other alternators here on Amazon for the 5. If your in a pinch for a
alternator your better off getting a used one from a salvage yard or a pick n pull over the
cheapest REMAN's, which are just cleaned up, sometimes spray painted, and the voltage
regulator replaced with a cheap fragile one. Get NEW quality parts when you can! Made in
China. Squeals like a stuck pig. Not expecting poor quality China made junk from AC Delco.

Hopefully this holds up long enough for the rebuilder in Lebanon to get bearings and brushes in
my original Delphi unit to put it back in working order. Fast shipping. My alternator died last
weekend, I was kind of stuck on whether to go with a rebuild or a brand new one. To my
surprise, I found this brand new one on Amazon for this great price. Fast shipping, came with
the original AC Delco box. Easy install depending on your GM vehicle. My is a Chevy Astro van.
This has Amps from the supplier so if you wanting to get a higher output one you should if your
running more accessories in your vehicle. Alternator includes a new positive torque nut on the
back and nothing else, so don't lose anything from the original one or your going to have find
from some one else. Not included are mounting bolts. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. Spinning those bolts with a air gun for a minute removed the crud that was blocking
their removal and they came out then with only using my fingers. As the engine mount tends to
be very tight, it took some effort to spread its arms and slide and tap the alternator fully into
place. Don't file it down as is suggested on websites. There were not any issues relating to the
manufacture or sizing of the replacement alternator. I recommend this alternator. Report abuse.
Works great, its brand new and in AC Delco packaging as it should be. The only thing I noticed,
is that now my radio has a squeal to it when I am listening to an AM radio station. It never used
to do that. I am wondering if this alternator has caused it, but not certain. I get new, not
re-manufactured. I buy the professional model, not the cheap one. All in the hopes of avoiding
junk right from the factory. Ac delco is now junk that can't be trusted. Very quick delivery and
an exact replacement. Worked well. Brand new OEM for jobber price. Worked perfect. Pages
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